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1.1 Background of the Study 

The fields of language skills are not only speaking, reading and listening, 

but also \vTiting. In learning a language, especially learning English as a toreign 

language, it is important to consider those language skills. The lea;ners should be 

able to master those skills, especially writing skill that is import<.nt and mat p1ays 

a major role in <Jur life, as whqt Lor:h (1 ')8,1 :4) say~ that the benefits of WTiting 

\veil extend beyond simp!;· getting the degree that lands the job. Skillful writi:-~g, 

Lorch (1984·4) goes on sayi11g, enhance~ the possibility 0fpromot:un. Businessc.s 

depend on communication: clear, concise report provides tangible evidence that a 

pt.:rsun is a successful comrnuPiC3.tor. 

In fact, lca1ning how to WTite is not as e&3y as people have imagined 

before. As what Crabbe (1982:41) says that the students often face sorr.e problems 

when they are asked to WTite in the langaage classrooms. The most common 

problem that may arise is that the students do not know what to WTite about and 

for whom. This fact is mainly because they have difficulties in finding what ideas 

to be written. 

The English Department students of Widya Mandala University seems to 

face such problems in carrying out their WTiting lesson. As a matter of fact, 

WTiting well is a skill that almost everyone has the capacity to develop. The ideas 

produced must be meaningful and communicative to the readers. 
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So far, many teachers and lecturers provide picture senes with oral 

questions to help the students to write narrative composition. Actually, this 

technique is good because it can help the students to stimulate their ideas in 

writing composition. To maintain this, the writer wants to add a new technique, 

that is the technique of picture series with group work discussion. In addition, 

according to Brown (1982: 10), this technique can increase the students' 

performance in getting a lot of ideas because the students can share their 

experiences and in!:orrnation. The ideas <..re not hmited only from one student but 

they can share their ideas ab0ut the pictures. As a result, the ideds become more 

interesting. 

Picture s~r·es can bt: used as the teacbns m~dia because this did is 

attractive and helpful for :he students in getti'1g ideas and 0rganiz;ng them we:L 

To this point, Underl1il! (1976:65) states that "well chosen pictures that have a 

story to tell will help the student:; to get ideas .... " The technique of oral questions 

is chosen to support the picture senes, so the students will not misinterpret the 

picture series itself 

Garcia and Myers (1974:248) define narrative as an act of explaining an 

idea by telling a story. It is everybody's favorite method. Narrative writing has 

been introduced to the stndents ~ince they were in Senior High Schcol. 

Eventhough this type of writing is the simplest and the easiest type of writing 

compared to the other types of writing, the writer observes that a lot of second 

semester students of the English D~vartp•e'1t of Widya Mandala University still 

have difficulties to write a narratio!!. 



The simplest organization to help the students get ideas and also to make 

more and more frequent use of student to student communication is to divide the 

class into groups (Read, 1982:1 ). Group work discussion can avoid or overcome 

such difficulties or obstacles in getting ideas. The task of knowing what to write 

about is tackled by several individuals, each providing support and stimulus for 

each other (Crabe, 1982:44 ). Besides, group work can help the students to find a 

lot of ideas fr:)m other students. Furthermore, McGreal ( 1989: 17) says that "group 

work er.:1bles students to participate more freely in discussiot1 withat't fear or 

ridicule from the class or chastisement from the teacher." 

To prove tht: effectiveness of picture series with group work discussion 

tc:chnique in the narrative writint; teachi'If;, <he wri~er in rhis pre~ent 3tudy would 

like to conduct lU' experimental study. She wants to fir.d out whether ti-Je 

tech.;J.ique, by nsin~s picture series with group 'Vork discussion, really infbences 

the students' writing achie-vement. 

1.2 Sta!ement of the Problem 

There are two writing techniques that can be employed. They are picture 

series with group work discussion and picture series with oral questions. In this 

studv, the writer would like to make comparison of both techniques on their 

effectiveness in teaching narrative writing. 
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Based on this, the statement of the problem can be stated as tollows: "Is 

there a significant difference between the use of picture series with group work 

discussion and the use of picture series with oral questions as the techniques in 

teaching narrative writing on the narrative writing achievement of the students?" 

1.3 Objective of the Study 

The objective of this study is to find out whether there is a significant 

differeace between the use of picture series with group wmk discussion and the 

use of picture series with oral questions as the t..:chniques m leaching nar.ative 

writing on the narrative writing achievement ofthe students. 

1.4 i:lypotbesis 

Ho: There is no significant differ<:ne;e between tl,e narrative writing 

achievement ot the students who are taught by using picture series 

with group work discussion technique and the one of the students 

who are taught by using picture series with oral questions 

technique. 

Ha: There is a significant difference between the narrative writing 

achievement of the students who are taught by using picture series 

·with group work discussion technique and the one of the students 

who are taught by using picture series with oral questions 

technique. 
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1.5 Significance of the Study 

The result of this study is expected to be a useful contribution and a new 

variation for writing teachers to teach narrative writing so that it can improve the 

students' narrative writing performance. 

1.6 Scope anti Limitations of the Study 

1. The subject of the study is limite-d to the second semester students of 

the academic year of 2001-2002 at the English Departll'ent of Widya 

Mandala UniYersity Surabaya. 

2. This study only deals with writing skill that can be specified into 

narrative writing. 

3. Tee writer focuses on a media name!y pictun.: series, whish consist of 

4 - 6 pictures. 

4. The writer focuses on the group work discussion in v.rhich each grour 

consists of 4 students. 

5. The writer focuses on the effectiveness of using picture series with 

group work ciiscussion on the students' narrative achievement. The 

students' narrative achievement covers the total of two com;:muent 

nam~ly content and organization in the ESL composition profile. 
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1.7 Definition of the Key Terms 

In order to avoid misinterpretation, the writer thinks that it is important to 

define some terms used in this study before the writer goes on to the next chapter. 

I. Group work 

Group work means "a number of people who interact with one 

another, who are psychologically aware of one another, and who 

perceive themselves tc be a group" (Brumfit, 1987:72). 

2. Picture series 

Pic~ure series can be defined as "a series of three to Tline picture, 

normally expres~ing continuous actions, events, thoughts in the form 

ofctrav,riur:s" (Breitkreuz, 1972:145). 

3. Oral questions 

Oral questions are "Questions that are not written down" 

(Warriner, 1977:892). 

4. Writing. 

Writing is "a me~ns of written communication to allow us to share 

our knowledge, deas and feelings" (Samelson, 1982:2) 

5. Narrative writing 

Narrative 'A'Titing is a type of essay that tells a story or a series of 

events in which they occur. Its purpose is to give IPeaning to an event 

or a series of events by telling a story (Percy, 1981 :56). 
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6. Achievement 

Achievement is the extent to which an individual has mastered the 

specific skills or body of information acquired in formal learning 

situation (Harris, 1984:3). In this study, the evaluation of writing 

achievement covers the total of content and organization component of 

the ESL composition profile. 

1.8 Organization of the Thesis 

This study consists or five chapters. Chapter one deals with the 

background of the writer's thesis. Chapter two presents the theoretical background 

which is useci to suppon the writer's study. Chapter three talks about the 

wethodol0gy of the re~er..rch. Chptt,;r four discu~ses the interpreotion cf the 

findings. Finally, chapter fivt: cov'ers the conclusions of the sturiy and the 

suggestion for further research. 




